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We all know that Lucky Luke has a busy life. When
it’s not Washington calling upon him for some
national project, it’s the local penitentiary asking him
to recapture the Daltons. But not every moment is
spent in such grand adventures. Here is a collection
of smaller stories depicting the everyday life of our
cowboy, from taking a child to the dentist to helping
passing settlers – and even attending a classical
concert in Houston! What a full life he leads!
Marcel Dalton is the Dalton Brothers’ Swiss uncle.
He is not only honest, but a banker to boot. Having
purchased a small bank in the US, he decides to hire
his nephews to force them to make a honest living.
Although he’s assisted by Lucky Luke, they have
their work cut out for them. Especially since – as if
the ingrained instincts of the four dumbest bandits in
the West weren’t enough – there’s also the small
matter of the competition: a very unscrupulous
banker ...
One of the main problems facing the Old West’s
inhabitants was the lack of women in frontier
territories. Entire towns were populated only by men,
while many unmarried young women languished on
the east coast. To remedy that situation, marriages
were arranged over mail. And now we find a
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reluctant Lucky Luke in charge of protecting a
convoy of brides on their way west. Could he, too, be
in danger of finding a wife?
A unique and thorough reference work, Comic Art of
Europe through 2000: An International Bibliography
chronicles in two volumes the development of comic
art in Europe and reflects the burgeoning amount of
literature on the subject. Supplementing the awardwinning works on comic art published by the author
with Greenwood in 1994 and 1996, the expanded
volumes contain over 17,000 multi-language entries
on comic art literature in 42 European countries.
Bringing order to the scholarship on this fascinating
topic, this is an invaluable reference work for those
interested in comic art, mass communication, and
popular culture. The author gathers in one place an
exhaustive collection of literature dealing with all
aspects of comics, cartooning, and animation in
Europe. Organized by categories of country, genre,
approaches, and other aspects, these multilanguage bibliographies are compiled and organized
for easy reference use. The comprehensive data
gathering is backed up by global research. Another
useful feature is a directory with vital information on
at least 80 periodicals dealing with comic art in
Europe. The wide sweep of these volumes includes
chapters on global, continental, regional, and
comparative perspectives relating to Europe.
Some strange burglaries take place at each
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performance of the play 'The Dashing White
Cowboy'. Is it simply co-incidence? A suspicious
Lucky Luke follows the crime, but unfortunately it's
he who is accused of theft in each city the actors
pass through. After all, he's also a stranger, but
despite this series of arrests, Lucky Luke won't let
the troupe leave him behind, and he's more
determined than ever to clear his name and catch
the culprit.
1861. Abraham Lincoln orders that the First
Transcontinental Telegraph line, currently interrupted
between Nevada and Nebraska, be completed. Two
teams, one heading east from Carson City and the
other west from Omaha, will meet up in Salt Lake
City. Lucky Luke joins the eastbound team. But
when a $100,000 reward is offered to the first team
to arrive, there’s suddenly more to fear than the
natural obstacles of the journey: A saboteur seems
to be at work!
Gold has been found in the Klondike, a remote
region in the Canadian far north! Jasper, the
manservant of ‘Tenderfoot’ Waldo, went to try his
luck ... and vanished. Worried about his man, Waldo
calls upon his old friend Lucky Luke. The two men
will have to make the dangerous trip to the Klondike,
only to face all those who, in that desolate,
inhospitable land, will stop at nothing in order to
fleece their fellow man.
Lucky Luke, the man who shoots faster than his own
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shadow.
The 75thadventure of Lucky Luke, and the Old West
at its funniest!
Distinctive Styles and Authorship in Alternative
Comics addresses the benefits and limits of
analyses of style in alternative comics. It offers three
close readings of works serially published between
1980 and 2018 – Art Spiegelman’s Maus, Alison
Bechdel’s Dykes to Watch Out For, and Jason
Lutes’ Berlin – and discusses how artistic style may
influence the ways in which readers construct
authorship.
To help a friend, Luke joins the Yukon gold rush!The
74thadventure of Lucky Luke, andthe Old West at its
funniest!
Transferred to a new penitentiary, the Daltons are
put in a cell with Fennimore Buttercup, a
counterfeiter who soon begins to regret having such
noisy cellmates. To get rid of the annoying brothers,
he sends them on the trail of his – made-up – stash:
$100,000 buried at the foot of a boulder in Red Rock
Junction. One prison escape later, pursued by Lucky
Luke, they discover to their horror that the spot they
seek ... is inside another penitentiary!
Margaret Oliphant (1828-97) had a prolific literary
career that spanned almost fifty years. She wrote
some 98 novels, fifty or more short stories, twentyfive works of non-fiction, including biographies and
historic guides to European cities, and more than
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three hundred periodical articles. This is the most
ambitious critical edition of her work. This volume
includes her 1872 novel At his Gates with editorial
notes by Joanne Wilkes, including a new
introduction, headnote and explanatory notes which
provide key information about the book and its
publication history.
A cowboy who shoots faster than his own shadow,
his sarcastic horse, a quartet of incredibly stupid
bandits - this is the Old West at its funniest. The 80th
adventure of Lucky Luke, the Lonesome Cowboy!
This anthology hosts a collection of essays
examining the role of comics as portals for historical
and academic content, while keeping the approach
on an international market versus the American one.
A cowboy who shoots faster than his own shadow,
his sarcastic horse, a quartet of incredibly stupid
bandits - this is the Old West at its funniest. The 79th
adventure of Lucky Luke, the Lonesome Cowboy!
A cowboy who shoots faster than his own shadow, his
sarcastic horse, a quartet of incredibly stupid bandits - this is
the Old West at its funniest. The 76th adventure of the
Lonesome Cowboy!
The Cheyenne are convinced that newly-arrived settlers are
killing the buffalo they depend on, and when they surround
the Twentieth Cavalry's fort, Lucky Luke realises that
someone targeting Col. McStaggle has given them guns.
Lucky Luke makes the acquaintance of Ma Dalton at Cactus
Junction, and he quickly realizes that the saying, âlike
mother, like sonâ has never been so true! Ma is regarded as
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an eccentric and amusing old lady; for example, she holds up
the shopkeepers as she does her shopping. But everything
changes when her sons escape from prison and Joe Dalton
passes himself off as his mother and starts holding up banks
in the area. Lucky Luke, always on the watch, follows the trail
of the Dalton family, thanks to Rin tin can...
Lucky Luke arrives at Navajo City just in time to sign up for
the town’s big rodeo. But the prize money promised to the
winner is attracting some unsavoury types, and among the
participating cowboys is one Cactus Kid, an unrepentant bully
and outlaw. The clash is inevitable, both in and outside the
arena, and Luke will have to fight with his customary aplomb
and humour – before riding off to new adventures.
Just as the infamous Daltons are being transferred to a
Mexican prison, robbers attack the van and âkidnapâ the
Daltons without realising it. Disappointed with their booty,
they decide to hang the four brothers. In order to save their
lives, brother Joe offers to share all his knowledge of
organised crime with the leader of the bandits, Don Emilio.
Meanwhile, the governor sends Lucky Luke to their rescue...
Austrian Professor Otto von Himbeergeist arrives in the New
World with some very strange ideas: Criminals are victims of
their past and can be cured of their lawlessness. To prove his
theories, the scientist intends to travel to the Wild West and
attempt to reform the worst possible outlaws of the land. What
better targets than the baddest, dumbest bandits ever, the
Dalton brothers? And who will be tasked with keeping a close
watch on the experiment, with some unexpected but always
hilarious results? Why, Lucky Luke, of course!
Calamity Jane saves Lucky Luke from a delicate situation. A
friendship is quickly formed, and they arrive together in El
Plomo... where Calamity Jane proves by her manners and
her strength that sheâs not a weak woman: She acquires the
local saloon by winning an arm-wrestling match! Its ex-owner,
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August Oyster, is hopping mad and has only one obsession:
to send her packing. During this time, Lucky Luke tries to
clear up a dark affair involving arms traffic...
Felps decides to plant lettuce on his property. But rancher
Cass Caseyâs herds regularly ransack Felpsâ land... Furious,
he hires Lucky Luke for protection from Casey. Felps wants to
surround his property with barbed wire, which in the Old West
is regarded as a provocation. And so, war is declared
between the ranchers and the farmers... Lucky Luke will need
all his skills as a mediator to reconcile everybody!

When a U.S. Senator attempts prison reform, he frees
the Daltons as a test case.
The Daltons have escaped! Words that all fans of Lucky
Luke know well. But this is the story of the very first time
that the idiot brothers break out of jail. Driven by Joe's
unshakeable need to get revenge on Lucky Luke, the
outlaws terrorise several towns before hatching a genius
plan: get the Lonesome Cowboy his very own wanted
poster. As the local populace begins turning on him,
Luke must display infinite patience in order to catch his
quarry.
Lucky Luke, having lost his job with the pony express,
joins one of the two teams building the telegraph, but the
leaders have bet that the first to reach Salt Lake City will
win a bonus, and it looks like Luke's team may have a
saboteur.
When Oklahoma is opened for colonization, Lucky Luke
attempts to keep settlers from landjumping, and tries to
govern a boomtown established in the new territory.
é Returned to their penitentiary by Lucky Luke for the
umpteenth time, the Daltons meet a troubling character:
Dunkle, a self-proclaimed prophet fond of fiery speeches.
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His continual preaching eventually converts the ever
hapless Averell. Soon, all five escape together and find
refuge in a friendly, welcoming community, where they
sow chaos and discord each in their own way – unaware
that Lucky Luke is already tracking them ...
Lucky Luke must get Billy the Kid to New Mexico so he
can be tried and put in jail. They both set out on the road,
with Lucky Luke being assisted by Rintincan. Two
legends are about to lock heads; Lucky Luke, the righter
of wrongs and Billy the Kid, the infamous outlaw. Who
will prevail?
After the heavily cartoon- and slapstick cinema-inspired
first adventures, Morris turned towards the tradition of
Westerns to flesh out his hero’s world. In Under a
Western Sky, Lucky Luke versus Pat Poker and Outlaws
there is a lot of Hollywood and John Ford, and while
Luke hasn’t quite settled into his current look, he’s
certainly closer to the phlegmatic cowboy we know and
love. Outlaws also marks the first appearance of the
Daltons – the historical Dalton brothers here, who will
later return as their decidedly stupider cousins. Throw in
48 pages of extra material on Morris’s experience in the
United States, and this is a book you won’t want to miss.
A cowboy who shoots faster than his own shadow, his
sarcastic horse - this is the Old West at its funniest. The
fourth volume of the collected adventures of the
Lonesome Cowboy in glorious hardback format!
Three founding volumes in which Luke loses his cartoon
character appearance to become a true Western hero.
The story of Robin Hood has made a strong impression
on Jesse James, and he would like to become a bandit
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with a big heart, like his hero. With the help of his brother
Frank and his cousin Cole Younger, he decides to steal
from the rich and redistribute the loot to the poorâ? But
soon the trio is keeping the stolen money and spreading
terror wherever they go. At Nothing Gulch, Lucky Luke is
more than ready for them. But will he be able to rid the
town of these desperados, when the population,
terrorized, does nothing to help him?
Some strange burglaries take place at each performance
of the play “The Dashing White Cowboy” given by the
company of W. Baltimore. Simply coincidence?
Suspicious, Lucky Luke follows them. Unfortunately, it’s
he who is accused of theft in every city the actors pass
through. After all, he’s also a stranger. But despite this
series of arrests, Lucky Luke won’t let Baltimore and his
troupe leave him behind, and he’ll clear his name...
As he roams with his horse Jolly Jumper, always seeking
new adventures, Lucky Luke meets two suspicious
characters, Denver Miles and Colorado Bill. Together
they arrive on the outskirts of a deserted city, Gold Hill,
which counts only one inhabitant. The old man, Powell,
is the sole survivor of a gold rush that he has not given
up on, despite years without success. He continues to
work his mine, which Denver and Colorado soon try to
take over any way they can. But Lucky Luke, who has
taken a liking to the old man, is looking out for him and
will save him from many troubles...
When European psychiatrist Otto Von Bratwurst travels
to the Old West, he decides to put his theories to the
ultimate test by attempting to reform the imprisoned
Dalton brothers, with the reluctant assistance of Lucky
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Luke.
La liste exhaustive des ouvrages disponibles publiés en
langue française dans le monde. La liste des éditeurs et
la liste des collections de langue française.
A general amnesty puts the Daltons back on the streets,
something Lucky Luke isn’t happy about. And, to make
it worse, they seem to have become model citizens. It’s
all an act, though, and it doesn’t take long for the
stupidest quartet in the West to be back behind bars.
Luke is already riding off into the sunset... But he’s not
counting on a riled-up Apache tribe that attacks the
penitentiary where the Daltons are locked up...
When Lucky Luke catches the Daltons, they have a fifth
person with them, a gentleman pickpocket named
Fingers.
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